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Abstract
High-frequency along-track altimetric data only provide direct information
on the geostrophic currents orthogonal to the track. A new approach is proposed that combines these across-track current estimates with directional
information from remotely-sensed tracer fields, such as surface chlorophyll
concentration and sea surface temperature. The analysis focuses on the
South Madagascar region characterised by the strong East Madagascar Current and sharp gradients of surface tracers. The results are compared with
in-situ observations from three moorings along the Jason-1 track 196. Accurate information on the total velocity direction is the key factor for obtaining
accurate estimates of along-track velocities. Surface tracer fronts can be successfully used to retrieve such information, especially when currents intersect
the satellite track at low incidence angles (within ±60◦ from the perpendicular direction). Errors in the reconstructed total velocities tend to grow
rapidly for higher angles. Best performance is obtained by retaining information from the strongest fronts only. However, this significantly limits the
resolution at which total currents can be reconstructed along the altimeter
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1. Introduction

2

Surface ocean currents are a key component of the Earth’s climate. They

3

regulate the transport and redistribution of heat and dissolved salts, as

4

well as the dispersion of plankton, fish larvae, nutrients and pollutants (e.g

5

Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000; Jönsson and Watson, 2016). They also have

6

a significant impact on marine ecosystems since they can define fluid dynam-

7

ical niches which contribute to the shaping and structuring of population

8

distributions from phytoplankton to top predators (e.g. d’Ovidio et al., 2010;

9

Cotté et al., 2015). As such, they have been included in the list of essential

10

climate variables (Bojinski et al., 2014). Knowledge of their spatial patterns

11

and temporal variability has direct implications on a broad range of socio-

12

economic activities, ranging from fishery and environmental management, to

13

maritime trade and search and rescue operations.

14

In the last two decades, satellite altimetry has emerged as one of the main

15

sources of observation for the investigation of surface ocean dynamics (Le

16

Traon, 2013). Along-track observations of sea surface height (SSH) from mul-

17

tiple altimeters can be combined together to produce global two-dimensional

18

fields through interpolation in space and time using optimal interpolation

19

schemes (Le Traon et al., 1998). The gridded maps of SSH can then be used

20

to compute the balanced component of surface ocean currents through the

21

geostrophic balance equations. The two-dimensional surface velocity fields

2

22

have an effective resolution of ∼ 150 − 200 km in space and 5-10 days in

23

time (Chelton et al., 2011). Therefore, while they are capable of resolv-

24

ing processes from basin-scale currents down to the larger mesoscale eddies,

25

they are unable to capture the signature of the smaller scales (100 to 10 km).

26

These include small mesoscale and submesoscale processes, which in recent

27

years have been recognised to be critical for the ocean energy budget (e.g.

28

Capet et al., 2008) and global biogeochemical cycles (e.g. Mahadevan, 2016).

29

New generation altimeters based on Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

30

technology, such as the European Space Agency Sentinel-3 (https://sentinel.

31

esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-3), provide along-track mea-

32

surements of SSH with a sampling frequency of 20 Hz, resulting in a spatial

33

resolution of ∼300 m. Because of the noise affecting the measurements, the

34

smallest scales of currents that can be resolved are in the range of 50 km in

35

highly dynamic areas, but can increase to 100 km in quieter regions (Dufau

36

et al., 2016). Therefore, although these observation are still characterised

37

by a limited spatial (as well as temporal) resolution for the observations of

38

processes of O(10) km (Chavanne and Klein, 2010), they have the poten-

39

tial to provide information at smaller spatial scales than the gridded fields.

40

Their main limitation is that they can only provide estimates of the velocity

41

component perpendicular to the satellite track.

42

Approaches based on multi-sensor synergy have the potential to mitigate

43

this limitation and provide the full two-dimensional velocities from along-

44

track observations. Such approaches are particularly attractive in the con-

45

text of the Sentinel-3 mission, which has the major advantage of having

46

ocean colour, sea surface temperature (SST) and altimeter observations co-

3

47

localized on the same satellite. Sequential satellite imagery of single surface

48

ocean tracers, such as ocean colour and SST, have been already used in the

49

past to retrieve complementary information about horizontal ocean currents.

50

The various approaches include inverse methods based on heat conservation

51

equation (Chen et al., 2008), neural networks (Côte and Tatnall, 1997), and

52

Maximum Cross Correlation technique (Bowen et al., 2002; Warren et al.,

53

2016). Furthermore, SST have been used within the framework of Surface

54

Quasi-Geostrophy (SQG) to derive the full 3-dimensional velocities within

55

the upper layer (e.g. Lapeyre and Klein, 2006) and, combined with SSH,

56

to reconstruct more accurate horizontal velocity fields (Isern-Fontanet et al.,

57

2014). (Interested readers are encouraged to read Isern-Fontanet et al. (2017)

58

for a detailed overview of these methods.)

59

Here we present an exploratory study on the capability of retrieving the

60

full velocity components along an altimeter track by exploiting the synergy

61

between observations from different satellite sensors (i.e. across-track veloci-

62

ties from sea level altimetry and directional information from satellite obser-

63

vations of surface tracers). The study was conducted within the context of

64

GlobCurrent (2014-2017; http://www.globcurrent.org/), an ESA-funded

65

project specifically focussed on “advancing the quantitative estimations of

66

ocean surface currents from satellite sensor synergies”. In particular, this

67

study aims at addressing two main questions:

68

69

1. Can the synergy between along-track altimetry and surface tracer front
direction provide reliable total velocities?

70

2. As along-track altimetry observations are characterised by higher reso-

71

lution than the mapped products, can such velocities provide dynamical
4

72

information at scales currently not resolved in multi-satellite 2D surface

73

velocity fields?

74

2. Data and Methods

75

2.1. The synergistic approach

76

As surface tracers are continuously stirred by the ocean circulation, their

77

fields are characterised by fronts predominantly aligned with the direction of

78

the main currents (e.g. Lehahn et al., 2007; d’Ovidio et al., 2009). Therefore,

79

front directions derived from surface maps of chlorophyll and temperature can

80

be combined with the across-track velocities derived from along-track altime-

81

try observations to compute total surface velocities. The method investigated

82

in this study combines the direction of chlorophyll and temperature fronts,

83

αf ront (here defined as the angle between a front axis and the across-track

84

velocity vector) and the altimetry-based across-track velocities Vacross , to

85

compute the along-track velocities Valong as
Valong = Vacross tan(αf ront )

(1)

86

so that the resulting total velocity vector, V , will have direction parallel to

87

the front and the same across-track component as measured from altimetry

88

(see Figure 1).

89

By hypothesising that the fronts are predominantly aligned with hori-

90

zontal surface currents our approach accepts two main assumptions: a) that

91

surface chlorophyll and temperature act as passive tracers - that is, variations

92

due to local production, in the case of chlorophyll, and surface exchanges with

93

the atmosphere, in the case of temperature, are negligible compared with
5

Figure 1: Diagram illustrating the geometry of the different terms in equation 1: front
axis and satellite track are shown in green and magenta respectively. The total velocity
vector, V , is shown in red. αf ront varies between -90 and 90 degrees, so that the sign of
Valong is automatically determined by that of Vacross (i.e. for a negative αf ront , Valong is
positive(southward) when Vacross is negative(westward), and vice-versa).

94

those due to advection, and b) that tracer advection is mostly 2-dimensional

95

- that is, variations due to vertical motions (e.g. upwelling) are of second

96

order compared with the horizontal ones. The validity of these assumptions

97

will be discussed and assessed in Sections 2.4 and 3.1.

98

2.2. Region of study

99

The general principles of the method can be applied to any combina-

100

tion of remotely sensed single velocity component and surface tracer front

101

direction. In this study specifically, we applied the method in the South

102

Madagascar region (Figure 2, top left) combining surface velocities from

103

Jason-1 with front directions from multi-satellite composite observations of

104

surface chlorophyll and sea surface temperature. These particular choices

105

of region and datasets were based on a series of favourable characteristics
6

Figure 2: (Top left) Geographical map of the south Madagascar region with the East
Madagascar Current (EMC, blue), Jason-1 196 satellite track (J1-196, magenta) and area
of focus of the study (red rectangle) highlighted. (Top right) Time series of across-track
and along-track velocity components recorded at the CM ADCP mooring. In light blue
are the hourly measurements, while in dark blue the two moving-averaged components.
(Bottom left) MUR surface temperature field for 15 June 2005. The grey contours mark
the direction of the tracer fronts with each line width proportional to the front strength.
J1-196 track (green line) and observed across-track velocities (black vectors) for the same
day are also shown. (Bottom right) Same as bottom left, but for OC CCI 7-day composite
chlorophyll concentration. Magenta circles indicate the locations of the 3 ADCP moorings
used in the study.

106

for testing the proposed approach, which include: a) an intense flow almost

107

perpendicular to the Jason-1 196 satellite track (hereafter J1-196) due to the

108

presence of the East Madagascar Current (EMC); b) strong surface gradi-

109

ents in both temperature and chlorophyll; c) three moorings deployed from
7

110

February 2005 to April 2006 along the J1-196 track (Quartly, 2006), which

111

provide in-situ velocity observations for validating the results. Although the

112

EMC is a strong western boundary current, the flow field to the south of

113

Madagascar is marked by high mesoscale variability. This has been observed

114

in altimetry, drifters and model output (Quartly et al., 2006), with a good

115

correspondence between features seen in gridded altimetry products and by

116

infra-red and ocean colour sensors (Quartly and Srokosz, 2003). de Ruijter

117

et al. (2004) has shown pairs of large counter-rotating eddies generated by

118

the intense flow and shear within this region. Westward-propagating features

119

are noted in both SST analysis (Quartly and Srokosz, 2002) and in anima-

120

tions of chlorophyll composites (Quartly and Srokosz, 2004). The region is

121

less cloudy than the area of the Agulhas Retroflection to the south of South

122

Africa, so that useful short-period composites of chlorophyll and temperature

123

can usually be achieved for this area.

124

2.3. Datasets

125

The analysis is based on the SSALTO/DUACS filtered altimetry data

126

(SSALTO/DUACS User Handbook, 2016) collected along the J1-196 track

127

from February 2005 to April 2006 (Figure 2, bottom). The data were ob-

128

tained from AVISO+ (https://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/), but after April

129

2017, processing and distribution of altimetry products moved to the Euro-

130

pean Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS; http:

131

//marine.copernicus.eu). The data have spatial resolution of 14 km and

132

temporal resolution of 10 days. Vacross components have been computed from

133

along-track absolute dynamic topography using a 3rd order, 3-point stencil

134

centre differencing (Arbic et al., 2012). Other processing of the Jason-1 data
8

135

are available, differing in spatial sampling and correlations applied. The

136

particular altimetric dataset selected here is not critical because, as will be

137

shown later, the errors in the across-track component have a smaller effect

138

than the uncertainty in directional information.

139

The three ADCP moorings were deployed at 46◦ 210 E, 26◦ 000 S (ADCPN),

140

46◦ 330 E, 26◦ 250 S (CM) and 46◦ 470 E, 26◦ 540 S (ADCPS) (Figure 2, bottom

141

right). ADCPN and ADCPS were both equipped with an upward-facing

142

75kHz Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) at 500 m depth. CM

143

included a series of RCM 11 discrete self-recording current meters.

144

moorings provided time-series of hourly measurements of velocity at ∼140

145

m depth. The time-series were moving averaged with a Gaussian window

146

with full width at half maximum (hereafter FWHM) of 6 inertial periods

147

(one inertial period ranges between 26 and 27 hours at the mooring lati-

148

tudes) to remove the signal associated with high-frequency processes, such

149

as tidal and inertial motions. Comparison between the averaged time-series

150

of Vacross from moorings and from the J1-196 track shows a good fit (cor-

151

relation coefficient r=0.88, Figure 3). Mooring velocities are usually weaker

152

than the remote sensing ones, in part due to the smoothing and in part due

153

to the depth difference between the two measurements. Sensitivity analysis

154

showed only minor variations in the correlation between Vacross from altime-

155

try and that from the moorings averaged with shorter time windows. Thus,

156

we decided to use a 6-inertial period FWHM to have a temporal window with

157

analogous width to the one used for reconstructing the composite tracer fields

158

from which front directions are derived (see next two paragraphs). The cor-

159

relation coefficients and root mean square errors (RMS) for each individual

9
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Figure 3: (Left) Time-series of Vacross from satellite (squares) and moving-averaged ADCP
observations (solid line) for the ADCPN, CM and ADCPS moorings (in red, blue and green
respectively). The same colors will be associated with these three moorings throughout
the rest of the paper. (Right) Correlation between satellite and mooring Vacross .

160

mooring site (not shown) are similar to those showed in Figure 3 for all three

161

moorings combined. However, the regression slope for CM is slightly steeper

162

than for ADCPN and ADCPS, suggesting some spatial variability in the

163

correlation between in-situ and satellite observations. On the other hand,

164

correlations obtained for different flow direction show similar regression lines

165

to Figure 3 for currents at both low and high incidence angle with respect to

166

the satellite track (|α|<45◦ and |α|>45◦ , respectively). At the same time, the

167

correlation coefficient for high incidence angles is much lower (r=0.66) while

168

the RMS remains ∼0.2 m s−1 (despite the narrower range of Vacross values),

169

indicating a less accurate correlation between in-situ and satellite velocities

170

for flows almost parallel to the satellite track. Both aspects have important

171

implications for our analysis and will be discussed in detail in Section 3.

172

Sea surface temperature is from the version 4.1 Multi-scale Ultra-high

173

Resolution (MUR) dataset (JPL MUR MEaSUREs Project, 2015) distributed
10

174

by the Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center (PODAAC;

175

https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/dataset/MUR-JPL-L4-GLOB-v4.1) (Figure 2

176

bottom left). MUR is a Group for High Resolution Sea Surface Tempera-

177

ture (GHRSST; https://www.ghrsst.org/) level 4 SST composite analysis

178

produced daily on a global 0.01 degree grid (∼1 km spatial resolution at the

179

latitudes of the region of study) using wavelets as basis functions in an opti-

180

mal interpolation approach. The analysis is based upon nighttime GHRSST

181

L2P skin and subskin SST observations from several instruments. The re-

182

sulting SST values are an estimate of the “foundation temperature” (i.e. the

183

near-surface temperature below the extent of diurnal fluctuation due to the

184

surface solar heating), corresponding to ∼10 m depth.

185

Chlorophyll concentrations were provided by the Ocean Colour-Climate

186

Change Initiative project of the European Space Agency (ESA’s OC CCI

187

product, Version 2.0; http://www.esa-oceancolour-cci.org/) (Grant et al.,

188

2015). This product was created by merging satellite data from sensors

189

MERIS, MODIS, and SeaWiFS, after shifting the wavelength bands and

190

correcting the bias between the sensors. It consists of a global daily level

191

3 binned data set provided on a sinusoidal grid at 4 km resolution. Seven-

192

day composite surface fields were obtained by averaging all the observations

193

available for each pixel within 3 days before and 3 days after the date of

194

each J1-196 passage (Figure 2, bottom right). Using 7-day composites dras-

195

tically reduced the number of missing pixels due to cloud coverage and, at the

196

same time, only moderately smoothed the main chlorophyll patterns which

197

preserved their general shape and orientation.
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198

2.4. Front direction

199

Estimates of the front direction were directly derived as the perpendicular

200

direction to the total horizontal gradients (Figure 2, bottom). The gradients

201

were computed from the surface tracer maps by central differencing, and

202

then smoothed with a 2-dimensional isotropic Gaussian moving average fil-

203

ter (FWHM of ∼40 km) to reduce the noise and highlight the gradients

204

associated with scales analogous to those from along-track altimetry. In

205

case of chlorophyll, gradients were computed from the base 10 logarithm of

206

the surface concentrations. This allowed the identification not only of the

207

strong gradients between coastal and open ocean waters at the southern tip

208

of Madagascar, but also of the open ocean ones characterised by much lower

209

chlorophyll variations. Values at the location of each altimetry observation

210

along the J1-196 track were obtained through nearest neighbour interpola-

211

tion.

212

As for Vacross , the accuracy of front-based velocity directions (and thus

213

the validity of the assumptions described in Section 2.1) was assessed by

214

comparing the directions of in-situ velocities with those of chlorophyll and

215

SST fronts. Figure 4 shows the histograms of the angle difference between

216

the two. All the histograms peak around ∆α=0, indicating that overall

217

the fronts tend to be aligned with the horizontal velocities. Chlorophyll

218

fronts better represent ADCP directions than SST fronts, in particular at the

219

mooring locations closer to the Madagascar coast where the front is stronger

220

(Figure 2, bottom right). At the same time, the relatively broad widths of the

221

histograms indicate that our initial hypothesis is not always respected and

222

that differences between front and velocity directions can often be quite large.
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223

The error associated with front-based velocity directions can be quantified by

224

averaging the 25 and 75 percentiles of the cumulative distributions, resulting

225

in ∼ 20◦ . Despite previous studies having shown that the variability in spatial

226

correlation between SST and SSH anomalies is linked to the seasonal cycle

227

of the mixed layer depth (e.g. Jones et al., 1998), no clear temporal patterns

228

have been identified from the analysis of the time-series of ∆α (not shown).

229

By further smoothing the gradients in both time (moving average with 10

230

day FWHM) or space (80 km FWHM) the alignment between front and

231

ADCP velocities is increased near the coast (higher histogram peaks around

232

∆α=0), but the overall accuracy noticeably decreases due to the excessive

233

smearing of the weaker gradients further offshore, resulting in biased peaks

234

and broader histograms (not shown).

235

3. Results

236

3.1. Accuracy of the Proposed Approach

237

The first step of the analysis consisted of investigating the reliability of

238

the approach proposed in Section 2.1. This was achieved by first assessing the

239

accuracy of the Valong obtained from equation 1 using Vacross and α from all

240

the available observations from the 3 ADCP moorings. Normally distributed

241

random errors (δV and δα ) were added to the two parameters to evaluate

242

the impact of the uncertainties associated with remote sensing observations

243

and their misfit with respect to in-situ observations for retrieving Valong from

244

Equation 1. Standard deviations for δV and δα were obtained from the com-

245

parisons between in-situ and remote sensing observations showed in Figures 3

246

and 4, and were set to σV =0.2 m s−1 and σα =20◦ , respectively.
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Figure 4: (Top row) Histogram of angle difference between ADCP velocity and chlorophyll
(left) and SST (right) front directions (∆α = αf ront − αADCP ) for the three moorings.
The colours identify the various moorings as in Figure 3. ∆α = 0 degrees if ADCP
velocities and front axis are parallel; ∆α = ±90 degrees if ADCP velocities and front
axis are perpendicular to each other. (Bottom row) Same as top row but for cumulative
distributions instead. Vertical dashed lines indicate the 25 and 75 percentiles.

247

The correlations between the reconstructed and observed Valong are shown

248

in Figure 5. The three panels show results in the case of a random error added

249

to the velocity component only (Vacross + δV , α; left), to the velocity direc-

250

tion only (Vacross , α + δα ; middle), and to both parameters at the same time

251

(Vacross + δV , α + δα ; right). Because of the added errors, the values of re-

252

constructed Valong can vary substantially from the observed ones, so that the

253

resulting regression curves (gray line) deviates from the 1:1 correlation (black

254

line), the correlation coefficients are low and the RMS are high in all three

255

cases. The distribution of the absolute difference between observed and re-
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Figure 5: Correlation between in-situ Valong and that reconstructed from in-situ Vacross
and α with normally distributed random errors added in various combinations: (left) error
on Vacross only; (middle) error on α only; (right) errors on both parameters. The standard
deviations for the two errors (σV and σα ) where derived from Figures 3 and 4 (see main
text). The gray lines are the regression curves for all observations available (gray circles).
The green lines are the regression curves for observations with |α+δα | ≤ 60◦ only (coloured
circles). The black lines mark the 1:1 correlation.

256

constructed Valong with respect to Vacross +δV and α+δα show that the largest

257

errors occur at observed high incidence angles (mostly above 60◦ and below

258

-60◦ , Figure 6). Indeed, by excluding the observations with |α + δα |>60◦

259

from the analysis in Figure 5 (gray circles), the regression curves (green line)

260

become very close to the 1:1 correlation, the correlation coefficients drasti-

261

cally increase and the RMS drop to values analogous to the ones observed for

262

Vacross in Figure 3. The largest improvements occur for Valong reconstructed

263

when the random error is added to Vacross only (Figure 3, left), indicating

264

that, among the two, the error associated with α has the larger impact on

265

the accuracy of the reconstructed Valong .

266

Analogous results can be inspected more visually by reconstructing Valong
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Figure 6: Distribution of the absolute difference between the observed and reconstructed
values of Valong from Figure 5 with respect to Vacross + δV and α + δα .

267

using the velocity directions directly retrieved at the location of the three

268

moorings from ADCP observations (αADCP ) and the Vacross from the J1-196

269

track. Comparison with the in-situ Valong showed mostly good agreement

270

(Figure 7). Large discrepancies between reconstructed and observed veloc-

271

ities occur for weak satellite Vacross , usually associated with high |αADCP |

272

values. Reconstructed total velocities at high |αADCP | can be of opposite

273

direction to the measured ones. This is due to the inaccuracies in the satel-

274

lite observations, which can result in remote sensing Vacross components of

275

opposite sign in case of weak Vacross flows (i.e. small along-track SSH gradi-

276

ents), as it is typical at those angles. Indeed, correlation coefficients at all

277

moorings greatly improve if only the observations with |αADCP | ≤ 60◦ are

278

considered. Our results indicate that: i) equation 1 is accurate for most of

279

the total velocity directions; and ii) equation 1 has inherent limitations when
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Figure 7: (Left) Time-series of measured and reconstructed V vectors (grey and colour,
respectively) at the three mooring sites. The x-axis is parallel to the satellite track with
the North to the left. The Vacross component of V is from satellite observations. Valong
has been computed from equation 1, combining Vacross and the ADCP velocity direction,
αADCP . (Right) Correlation between Valong observed at the moorings and the ones reconstructed using αADCP . Dashed magenta line represents the linear fit using all data;
solid magenta line represents the fit discarding the data with observed |αADCP |>60◦ (grey
circles). Note that some of the values used for the fit are outside the axes limits. The
colours identify the various moorings as in Figure 3.

280

total velocity directions become almost parallel to the satellite track.

281

3.2. Implementation and Validation

282

For each day with J1-196 observations, Valong has been computed from

283

equation 1 combining satellite Vacross and the αf ront obtained from the sur-

284

face tracer field as described in Section 2.4. As an example, the reconstructed

285

total velocity vectors, V , for 15 June 2005 are shown in Figure 8. Although

286

in most cases the direction of V seems to match the underlying patterns of

287

the surface tracers, there are situations where the V vectors show unrealis17

288

tic patterns. In particular, strong reconstructed velocities, often arranged in

289

sequences of diverging/converging vectors, occur when αf ront is almost par-

290

allel to the satellite track. Such patterns are associated with the contours of

291

weaker along-flow gradients (compared with the across-stream ones) which

292

develop as water patches with higher temperature or chlorophyll concentra-

293

tion protrude into regions of lower values (and vice-versa). Because of that,

294

such gradients are not aligned with the flow field. Examples of such gradi-

295

ents can be observed at ∼ 26◦ S, ∼ 46.5◦ E in Figure 8 in both chlorophyll

296

and SST fields (likely due to the westward advection of patches of colder,

297

chlorophyll-rich waters influenced by the flow of the EMC further off-shore),

298

and at ∼ 27.5◦ S, ∼ 47◦ E in the chlorophyll field only. The unrealistically

299

high Valong obtained from the αf ront of such along-flow fronts have a clear

300

impact on the accuracy of the proposed method, strongly reducing the cor-

301

relations between observed and reconstructed Valong , as well as total velocity

302

magnitude (correlation coefficients r<0.25 and RMS>1.5 m s−1 ; Figure 10).

303

As along-flow front directions are not aligned with the underlying velocity

304

field, the associated αf ront values should not be included in the analysis. As

305

discussed in Section 2.4, further smoothing in either space or time cannot be

306

used to remove such features. An alternative approach is to remove the un-

307

realistically high values after Valong has been computed. Thresholds for such

308

values have been defined based on a combination of the maximum values

309

of Valong component and total velocity magnitude, kV k, obtained from the

310

moving-averaged in-situ observations (0.63 and 1.17 m s−1 , respectively; Fig-

311

ure 9). It is worth noting that based on the relation in Figure 3, these values

312

likely underestimate the actual thresholds. However, as discussed in the next
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Figure 8: Example of total velocity vectors, V , reconstructed along the J1-196 track for 15
June 2005. Vacross is the same as in Figure 2. Valong has been computed using equation 1.
Chlorophyll and SST fields and associated grey contours are identical to Figure 2. Magenta
and green vectors are the ones removed by applying the Valong thresholds (see Figure 9).

313

paragraph, even using more restrictive thresholds do not entirely resolve the

314

limitations of the proposed approach. Overall, the Valong threshold is more

315

conservative at high angles, where if Vacross is small, large values of Valong

316

can still contribute to total velocities below the kV k threshold; on the other

317

hand, the kV k threshold is more conservative at low angles, where if Vacross

318

is large, reconstructed Valong below the Valong threshold can still contribute

319

to total velocities larger than the kV k threshold. Overall, 83% of the Valong

320

reconstructed from chlorophyll concentration and 84% from SST are below

321

the in-situ defined threshold values.

322

Removing the reconstructed Valong outside the range of in-situ obser-

323

vations slightly improves the correlation between the observed and recon-

324

structed Valong (Figure 10). The RMS drops significantly to values of the

325

same order as those observed for the combined mapped products (∼0.2 m

326

s−1 , not shown). At the same time, especially for Valong , the correlation coef-

327

ficients remain quite low and the regression lines quite different from the 1:1
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Figure 9: Distribution of the observed along-track Vacross and the associated αf ront used
for the analysis. Left panel are the values from chlorophyll concentration; right panel those
from SST. Black contours mark the values of Valong reconstructed from equation 1. Thick
contours indicate values for successive powers of 10 from 0.01 to 100 m s−1 . Solid and
dashed magenta lines are the Valong thresholds based, respectively, on the maximum value
of Valong and total velocity magnitude from the moving-averaged ADCP observations.
Grey circles mark the combinations of Vacross and αf ront for which the reconstructed
Valong are outside the range of in-situ observations.

328

correlation. This can only be partly explained by the fact that not all the

329

Valong from along-flow fronts can be removed by imposing the ADCP-based

330

thresholds (Figure 8). Indeed, the main issue is due to the errors associated

331

with Valong reconstructed for high αf ront values.

332

Figure 11 shows how the uncertainties in αf ront (∆αf ront ) observed in

333

Section 2.4 affect the values of Valong reconstructed for different combinations

334

of Vacross and αf ront . As shown in Section 3.1, such uncertainties have the

335

largest impact on the accuracy of the reconstructed Valong . The Valong error

336

associated with such uncertainties can be defined as
δValong =

337

∂(Vacross tan αf ront )
δαf ront
δαf ront = Vacross
∂αf ront
(cos αf ront )2

(2)

Because equation 1 involves the tangent of αf ront , δValong grows quite
20

Figure 10: Correlations between observed and reconstructed Valong (left column) and kV k
(right column) at the location of the three moorings. Top row are velocities reconstructed
from chlorophyll front directions; bottom row from SST front directions. Circle colours
identify the various moorings as in Figure 3. Grey circle are the observations discarded
according to the thresholds shown in Figure 9. In each panel, the black line indicates the
1:1 regression line; the dashed magenta line indicates the regression line obtained from all
data; the solid magenta line indicates the regression line obtained from the data within
the thresholds, only. Note that some of the values used for the fit are outside the axes
limits. Correlation coefficient (r) and root mean square error (RMS) are indicated in each
panel legend.
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Figure 11: Variation of the error associated to the reconstructed Valong (m s−1 , black
contours) as a function of Vacross and αf ront for different αf ront uncertainties, δαf ront .
As in Figure 9, solid and dashed magenta lines indicate the Valong thresholds based,
respectively, on the maximum value of Valong and kV k from the moving-averaged ADCP
observations.

338

rapidly for high values of αf ront ; that is, when front directions become al-

339

most parallel to the satellite track. High front directions are usually associ-

340

ated with weaker Vacross and stronger Valong . As a direct consequence, the

341

proposed approach is characterised by the inherent limitation (already men-

342

tioned in Section 3.1 when Valong were reconstructed using αADCP ) of being

343

quite accurate in retrieving total velocities when they are almost perpendic-

344

ular to the satellite track (that is, when Vacross are strong and the corrections

345

due to Valong small) and not accurate when total velocities are almost parallel

346

to the satellite track (that is, when Vacross are weak and the corrections due

347

to Valong large).

348

3.3. An alternative approach

349

Based on these observations, to mitigate the presence of artifacts in the

350

reconstructed Valong , we decided to further modify our approach and base

351

the reconstruction only on the strongest fronts. This new approach was
22

352

tested on the fronts obtained from OC CCI chlorophyll fields. The strongest

353

fronts were identified as along-track local maxima (within an interval of 70

354

km, corresponding to 5 successive observations) of the total gradient magni-

355

tude (Figure 12, bottom left). To compute Valong , it was then necessary to

356

reconstruct the full along-track profile of αf ront by filling the gaps between

357

the values associated with the strongest fronts. As a first test, we decided to

358

use a simple linear interpolation (Figure 12 bottom right). Information from

359

the satellite Vacross was integrated in the interpolation. In particular, as the

360

region is characterised by alternating currents of almost opposite direction,

361

the points of zero-crossing of satellite Vacross (Figure 12, bottom centre-left)

362

were used to define the positions at which the current direction was averaged

363

between those at the preceding and following local maxima (Figure 12 bot-

364

tom right). Although actual current directions at zero-crossing points can

365

be slightly different, the inaccuracies introduced by this assumption do not

366

result in large errors on the reconstructed Valong , because the Vacross values

367

within those regions are usually small. The full profile of αf ront was then

368

computed by interpolating the values associated with either two successive

369

front maxima or a front maximum and a Vacross zero-crossing.

370

To remove most of the unrealistically high Valong (>1 m s−1 ), while at

371

the same time retaining most of the acceptable ones (see Figures 6 and 9), a

372

threshold of 60◦ was imposed on the reconstructed αf ront . Along-track points

373

with |αf ront |>60◦ (156 points over 2256, ∼ 6.9% of the total in the two-year

374

span considered) were removed from the analysis, and the resulting gaps filled

375

with a second linear interpolation. The reconstructed along-track profile of

376

αf ront was then used to compute new estimates of Valong (Figure 12, bottom
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Figure 12: (Top left) Contour lines indicating the direction of the chlorophyll fronts analogous to Figure 2, bottom. As in Figure 8, these are superimposed on the 7-day composite
map of chlorophyll concentration. The circles along the J1-196 track indicate the position
of: local maxima of front intensity (red); points of across-track velocity crossing (green);
absolute front directions larger than 60◦ (white). This is valid for all panels in the figure. (Top right) Same chlorophyll map with superimposed the across-track, Vacross , and
reconstructed total velocities from the interpolated front directions, V , (grey and black
vectors, respectively) for June 15, 2005. (Bottom left to right) Along-track front magnitude, satellite across-track velocities (Vacross ), estimated along-track velocities (Valong )
and front directions (αf ront ). In the centre-right and right panels, Valong from original and
interpolated αf ront , and original and interpolated αf ront are in grey and blue, respectively.
Shaded areas in the right panel mark the boundaries where |αf ront |>60◦ .

377

centre-right). As shown by the plot, the along-track distribution of the new

378

Valong is not characterised by the unrealistic spikes obtained using the original
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Figure 13: (Left) Same as Figure 7, but for V reconstructed using Vacross from satellite observations and Valong computed from equation 1, combining Vacross and the front
direction, αf ront . (Right) Correlation between Valong observed at the moorings and the
ones reconstructed using αf ront . Dashed magenta line represents the linear fit using all
data; as in Figure 7, solid magenta line represents the fit using only the points with
|αADCP | ≤ 60◦ . Note that some of the values used for the fit are outside the axes limits.
The colours identify the various moorings as in Figure 3.

379

αf ront profile. Moreover, the resulting V vectors (Figure 12, top right) are

380

not affected by patterns of divergence/convergence as in Figure 8, while at

381

the same time they remain consistent with the structures of the underlying

382

surface chlorophyll field. Thus, although the proposed approach still results

383

in inaccurate Valong at high incidence angles, the overall the accuracy of

384

the reconstructed Valong is improved, allowing us to retain the reconstructed

385

values of Valong for the whole length of the satellite track.

386

As in Section 3.1, a more quantitative evaluation of the performances of

387

our approach was obtained by directly comparing the reconstructed Valong

388

with the ones directly measured at the three mooring sites (Figure 13). The
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389

three time-series of V show good agreement between reconstructed and ob-

390

served velocities (especially for the ADCPN and CM moorings), indicating

391

that the approach returns reliable velocity directions (αf ront ≈ αADCP ). The

392

largest discrepancies are observed in the ADCPS time-series, characterised

393

by smaller Vacross and higher αADCP . However, the time-series do not show

394

the large values in V reconstructed at high αADCP shown in Figure 7. Thus,

395

by reducing the differences between observed and reconstructed velocities at

396

high αADCP , this modified approach effectively mitigates some of the limita-

397

tions described n the previous sections.

398

Correlations between observed and reconstructed Valong for the three

399

moorings (Figure 13, right) show that the best fit occurs for CM (r=0.66, not

400

shown). Among the three moorings, CM is the closest to the average location

401

of the strong chlorophyll front between coastal and open ocean waters, and

402

thus it is likely to be characterised by the most accurate estimates of αf ront .

403

On the other hand, the worst fit occurs for the ADCPS mooring (r=0.32).

404

The mooring is located in a region often characterised by recirculation struc-

405

tures associated with weaker velocities intersecting the J1-196 track at higher

406

angles than at the other two sites. Also, some of the surface circulation might

407

be decoupled from that at 140 m. Overall, the new approach returns a fit for

408

all Valong with correlation and RMS (0.44 and 0.17, respectively) analogous

409

to those observed in Figure 10 using only the data within the thresholds. As

410

in Figure 7, by removing the values of Valong obtained for |αADCP |>60◦ , the

411

fit for the reconstructed Valong improves even more. Although the correlation

412

coefficients remain lower than the one observed for the idealized case, the

413

computed correlation lines become more aligned with the 1:1 line, and both
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414

correlation coefficient and RMS error improve.

415

4. Conclusions and Recommendations

416

This study explored the possibility to combine across-track velocities from

417

along-track altimetry (Vacross ) with front directions from surface tracer obser-

418

vations (αf ront ) to retrieve along-track components (Valong ) and hence total

419

velocities (V ). The key questions that this study aimed at addressing include

420

the accuracy and spatial resolution at which V can be reconstructed along an

421

altimeter track from such a synergistic approach. A method to reconstruct

422

Valong was proposed, so that the resulting V has direction parallel to the

423

front and the same across-track component as measured from altimetry. The

424

method was applied to altimetry observations along the J1-196 track in the

425

south Madagascar region. The reconstructed Valong were compared with ob-

426

servations collected from 3 moorings between February 2005 and April 2006

427

along the same track.

428

The results indicate that directions of tracer fronts can be successfully

429

used to retrieve accurate information on surface currents. Valong estimates

430

from equation 1 are accurate for small angles (|αf ront | ≤ 60◦ ), with RMS of

431

the same order as those observed for altimetry-based Vacross or reported in

432

previous studies (e.g. Rio et al., 2014). At the same time, errors rapidly grow

433

for |αf ront |>60◦ . This can be particularly constraining for the reconstruction

434

of total velocities associated with the passage of mesoscale eddies, when, due

435

to the rotating vectors, high incidence angles are likely to occur. Our analysis

436

revealed several aspects that also pose substantial limitations to the spatial

437

resolution at which V can be reconstructed. These include: a) the horizon27

438

tal gradients derived from surface tracer fields require some smoothing; b)

439

only reliable front directions should be used in the analysis (e.g. along-flow

440

fronts should be excluded from the analysis). c) uncertainties associated

441

with front-derived velocity direction can be large and strongly depend on

442

the characteristics of the region of study. Thus, while surface tracer can be

443

used to improve the accuracy of the large-scale and mesoscale flow (e.g. Rio

444

et al., 2016), they currently remain of limited use to reconstruct smaller scale

445

currents.

446

Reducing the uncertainty associated with front-derived velocity direction

447

represents the first step for more accurate reconstructed Valong . In this per-

448

spective, more advanced methods for the identification of surface fronts, such

449

as singularity exponent analysis (e.g. Isern-Fontanet et al., 2007; Turiel et al.,

450

2009), could significantly improve the proposed approach as they have the

451

potential to provide more accurate directional information. However, it is

452

unclear whether they will be able to mitigate the issues associated with the

453

along-flow fronts. More advanced interpolation methods of αf ront along the

454

satellite track, as well as a more explicit combined integration of the direc-

455

tional information from chlorophyll and SST fields, would also improve the

456

accuracy of the reconstructed Valong and would enhance the effective spatial

457

resolution at which dynamical information can be retrieved.

458

The major limitation of the proposed approach remains the one related

459

to errors in Valong associated with high-front angles. This is quite undesir-

460

able since it means that small Valong are accurate while larger Valong (usually

461

associated with |αf ront |>60◦ ) are not. Error analysis of the Valong errors

462

(equation 2) showed that such errors are intrinsic to this specific approach.
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463

Although restricting the value of |αf ront | to ≤ 60◦ reduced the overall error

464

of Valong , different approaches should be explored to retrieve more accurate

465

Valong for larger αf ront .

466

Further testing of future approaches should not be limited to the south

467

Madagascar region. Availability of in-situ ADCP observations is not manda-

468

tory for the validation, since total geostrophic velocities derived at satellite

469

cross-overs could be used instead. Therefore, results from the present study

470

(as well as development of future approaches) could be further generalized

471

by extending their application to other regions with similar favourable con-

472

ditions as the south Madagascar region (e.g. Agulhas Current and other

473

western boundary currents).

474
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